
 

 

Please read and agree to the following terms and conditions to progress 

with your application for membership for The Museum Mawaheb: 

 

1. I confirm that all memberships applied for on this online reservation form 

represent patrons who are age 13 years and up. 

2. I confirm that any patrons under 13 years old will not be permitted entrance to 

The Museum Mawaheb even if a reservation email bears their name. 

3. I confirm my understanding that The Museum Mawaheb is a curated space 

where photography, videography and social media content creation is 

encouraged as artistry in its own right. 

4. I consent to the use of any and all photography, videography and social media 

content which captures footage of myself or those I have applied for in my name 

using this online reservation form. 

5. I acknowledge that Mawaheb Art Studio is a fully inclusive space where specific 

provisions may be required at certain junctures to accommodate people of 

determination. 

6. I confirm that I will pay for all memberships I have applied for at Mawaheb Café 

(Pandora's Box Office) on the evening listed on my reservation email.  

7. I acknowledge that refunds will not be offered after a membership has been 

activated at Mawaheb Café. 

8. I acknowledge that any participation as part of the art installations, educational 

platforms and creative showcase is at my/our own risk and, whilst every effort to 

provide a safe and secure environment will be made, co|laboratory, Mawaheb 

and our creative collaborators do not accept responsibility for loss or damage of 

personal property as well as death or injury involved in any individual engaging in 

this process. 

9. I consent to the use of my email address to avail further membership events 

involving co|laboratory and our creative collaborators and partners over the 

course of the next year. 


